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Abstract
In quantum key distribution (QKD), two users extract a shared secret key using a
quantum communication channel in the presence of an eavesdropper. Among QKD
protocols, the ones based on energy-time (ET) entanglement of photons have been
studied extensively due to their ability to generate high key rates from the arrival
times of entangled photons. For the information reconciliation (IR) stage of ET-QKD
protocols (where the users communicate using a classical channel in order to reconcile
differences in their data), a scheme called multi-level coding (MLC) was proposed by
Zhou et al. in prior work. The MLC scheme splits the raw key symbols into bit lay-
ers and utilizes binary low-density parity check (LDPC) codes to encode each layer.
Although binary LDPC codes are able to offer low complexity decoding for IR, they
have poor error-correcting performance compared to their non-binary counterparts,
thus leading to low key rates. Additionally, existing LDPC codes do not fully utilize
the properties of the QKD channel to optimize the key rates. In this paper, we mit-
igate the above issues by proposing a flexible protocol for IR in ET-QKD systems
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called non-binary multi-level coding NB-MLC(a) which is parameterized by a posi-
tive integer a. The NB-MLC(a) protocol is a generalization of the MLC scheme and
utilizes NB-LDPC codes from a Galois field of size 2a . We show that by using a small
value of a, the NB-MLC(a) protocol significantly improves the key rate without much
increase in complexity. To further improve the key rates of the NB-MLC(a) protocol,
we propose (i) a joint rate and degree distribution optimization (JRDO) algorithm
to design the NB-LDPC codes for the protocol and (ii) an interleaved decoding and
communication (IDC) scheme to decode the different layers of the NB-MLC(a) pro-
tocol. The JRDO algorithm is designed to use the QKD channel information, and we
show that it results in a higher key rate than codes used in prior work. Additionally,
the IDC scheme improves the key rate compared to the decoding and communication
methods utilized previously in literature. Overall, the NB-MLC(a) protocol that uses
JRDO-LDPC codes and the IDC scheme results in a significant 40–60% improvement
in key rates compared to prior work for ET-QKD systems.

Keywords Quantum key distribution · Information reconciliation · Low-density
parity check codes

1 Introduction

Quantum key distribution (QKD) provides a physically secure way to share a secret
key between two users, Alice and Bob, over a quantum communication channel in the
presence of an eavesdropper Eve [1–7]. Secret keys in QKD systems are established
by first performing a quantum stage where Alice and Bob exchange quantum states
over a quantum channel. The quantum stage is succeeded by a post-processing stage
that occurs over a classical communication channel. At the end of the two stages,
Alice and Bob ideally arrive at identical random sequences (the secret key) which
are only known to them. The ultimate goal of a QKD protocol is to achieve a high
secret key rate, i.e., to extract a high number of bits in the secret key per generated
photon. QKD protocols based on energy-time (ET) entanglement of photons have the
potential to achieve this goal due to their high-dimensional nature where multiple bits
can be extracted from each generated entangled photon pair [5, 8, 9]. Additionally,
ET-QKD protocols also provide unconditional security through non-local Franson and
conjugate-Franson interferometry [8] that is critical for secure communications.

At a high level, an ET-QKD protocol consists of three steps [6]: i) raw key gen-
eration ii) information reconciliation (IR) and iii) privacy amplification (PA). Raw
key generation takes place during the quantum stage where Alice and Bob generate
raw keys using a quantum communication channel. The use of the quantum channel
prevents undetected eavesdropping by Eve. However, due to the transmission noise
in the quantum channel as a result of issues such as timing jitters, photon losses,
and dark counts, the raw keys at Alice and Bob may disagree in some positions. The
raw key may also be partly known to Eve and may not be uniformly random given
Eve’s knowledge. These shortcomings are overcome in the post-processing stage that
consists of the IR and PA steps. In the IR step, Alice and Bob communicate over a
classical channel (public and accessible to Eve) to reconcile the differences in the
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raw keys to obtain reconciled keys that Eve may have some knowledge about. The IR
step is followed by the PA step, where Alice and Bob compress their reconciled key
sequences by accounting for Eve’s knowledge to amplify the privacy of the key and to
achieve uniform randomness. At the end of the above three steps, Alice and Bob end
up with a shared secret key known only to them, or they had aborted the protocol [7].
In this paper, we focus on the IR step of the ET-QKD protocol, which has a significant
impact on the overall secret key rate of the system.

Error-correcting codes (ECC) [10] are a major mathematical tool used in the IR
step [5, 6, 8, 11–16] to overcome the transmission noise in the raw key generation
step and ensure that Alice and Bob arrive at an identical sequence of symbols. Any
information leaked to Eve during the IR step must be subtracted from the final secret
key during privacy amplification [17, 18]. Thus, in order to study the performance of
various IR protocols, we define the IR rateRI R of the system (in bits per photon) as

RI R = E

[
L I R − leak I R

N

]
, (1)

where L I R is the length (in bits) of the reconciled key, leak I R is the length (in bits) of
the information leaked to Eve during IR, N is the number of entangled photon pairs,
and E[ ] denotes the expectation operator. A high IR rate results in a high secret key
rate in the system, and, in this paper, we provide techniques to improve the IR rate
compared to existing schemes.

IR protocols for binary-based QKD systems, where a single bit is exacted from
each generated photon, have been extensively researched in the literature. However,
very little effort has been placed into optimizing IR protocols for high-dimensional
QKD systems (that extract multiple bits from each generated photon) apart from the
introduction of a protocol calledmulti-level coding (MLC) [6] in 2013 which has been
considered for works such as [5, 19]. In the MLC protocol, the sequence of symbols
after the raw key generation step is converted into multiple bit layers and then each
bit layer is sequentially reconciled using binary Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC)
codes. Due to the low complexity of decoding binary LDPC codes, the MLC protocol
results in a low key generation complexity. However, binary LDPC codes have poor
error-correcting performance compared to their non-binary counterparts leading to
reduced IR rates. On the other hand, a fully non-binary (FNB) protocol defined as
an IR protocol that uses a non-binary (NB) LDPC code to directly encode/decode
the generated raw key symbols can naturally lead to higher IR rates. However, the
symbols in the key generation step can belong to a Galois field of size as large as 210

and it is known that iterative decoding of NB-LDPC codes has a very high complexity
(log-linear in the field size [20]) at large field sizes. Hence, an FNB protocol with a
large field size is not favorable in QKD applications requiring low complexity, such as
in [21, 22]. Apart from the above techniques of IR in ET-QKD systems, various other
ECC techniques have been used for IR, however, in the continuous-variable (CV)QKD
setting [23]. For example, spatially coupled (SC) LDPC codes [11], irregular repeat
accumulate (IRA) and SC-IRA codes [12], polar codes [13, 14], and spinal codes [15]
have been used for CV-QKD. However, these techniques involve a different method of
IR compared to that used in ET-QKD and hence are not applicable for IR considered in
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Fig. 1 Improvements in IR rate due to our techniques compared to the MLC scheme of [6]. The red curve
utilizes binary LDPC codes and the blue curve utilizes NB-LDPC codes inGF(25). The code length of the
LDPC codes used in both curves is 2000. Overall, our techniques result in 40–60% improvement in the IR
rates for different values of binwidth. Simulation details about this figure are provided in Fig. 11

this paper. Additionally, the above works focus on channel models such as binary input
additivewhiteGaussian noise (BIAWGN) that do notmatch the ET-QKDchannel [24].

1.1 Contributions

In this paper, we provide techniques to get high IR rates without a large increase in
the key generation complexity by optimizing the MLC scheme of [6]. Our techniques
involve NB-LDPC code design considering the properties of the ET-QKD channel
resulting in higher IR rates compared to conventional LDPC codes. In particular, the
contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

1. We provide a flexible protocol for IR in ET-QKD systems called non-binary
multi-level coding NB-MLC(a), which is parameterized by an integer a > 0.
The NB-MLC(a) protocol is a generalization of the MLC protocol of [6]. It splits
the raw key symbols into multiple layers with non-binary symbols belonging to
GF(2a) and utilizes NB-LDPC codes inGF(2a) for reconciliation. For a = 1, the
NB-MLC(a) protocol becomes equivalent to the MLC protocol, and for a = q,
where q is the number of bits required to represent each raw key symbol, the
NB-MLC(a) protocol becomes equivalent to the FNB protocol discussed above.
The NB-MLC(a) protocol, thus, offers a natural trade-off between IR rate and
complexity depending on the value of a, allowing flexibility in system design.
Additionally, we demonstrate that the NB-MLC(a) protocol with a small value of
a significantly improves the IR rate without much increase in complexity.

2. The IR rate of the NB-MLC(a) protocol is affected by the NB-LDPC codes used
in each layer and the order of decoding and communication among the different
layers. In this paper, we provide techniques to optimize these two aspects. In
particular, we provide i) a joint code rate and degree distribution optimization
(JRDO) framework based on differential evolution [25, 26] to construct NB-LDPC
codes for each layer of the NB-MLC(a) protocol and ii) an interleaved decoding
and communication (IDC) scheme to decode the different layers of theNB-MLC(a)

protocol. The JRDO code design algorithm is tailored to use the ET-QKD channel
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information and we demonstrate that it results in a higher IR rate compared to the
LDPC codes used in the MLC scheme [6] and that obtained by utilizing degree
distributions optimized for conventional channels such as the BIAWGN channel
[27]. Additionally, we show that the IDC scheme improves the IR rate compared
to the traditional sequential decoding and communication scheme used in [6].

Overall, as demonstrated in Fig. 1, theNB-MLC(a) protocolwith a small value of a that
utilizes the above proposed techniques results in a significant 40–60% improvement
in the IR rate compared to the MLC scheme without much increase in complexity.

1.2 Related work

In this paper, we focus on the entanglement-based ET-QKD protocol and show that it
can result in high secret key rates. Along with the above ET-QKD protocol, various
other QKDprotocols have been proposed for this application that differ in the quantum
step of raw key generation compared to the ET-QKD protocol considered in this paper.
In [28, 29], twin-field (TF) QKD protocols were proposed for use in practical quantum
communication networks. To reduce the experimental complexity and allow free-space
realizationwhilemaintaining high secret key rates, asynchronousmeasurement-device
independent QKD protocols were proposed in [30, 31]. Tomitigate the effect of device
imperfections, a phase-matchingQKDprotocol was proposed in [32]. Quantumdigital
signature techniqueswere proposed in [33] to achieve various cryptographic tasks such
as integrity, authenticity, and non-repudiation. Along with the above works, various
experimental works such as [34–37] demonstrate the feasibility of using QKD and
quantum cryptography protocols in real-world applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,we provide the preliminaries
and the ET-QKD system model. We describe the NB-MLC(a) protocol in Sect. 3. In
Sect. 4, we provide the techniques to optimize the NB-MLC(a) protocol that include
the JRDO algorithm and the IDC scheme. Finally, we provide simulation results in
Sect. 5 to demonstrate the improvements provided by our techniques and conclude the
paper in Sect. 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we discuss the general setting for IR in ET-QKD systems, the channel
model, relevant performance metrics, and the necessary background about NB-LDPC
codes. We then describe our proposed techniques in detail. We use the following
notation for the rest of this paper. For a set S, let |S| denote its cardinality. Let �x�
and �x� denote the floor and ceil of integer x , respectively. For integers x and y, let
mod(x, y) denote the remainder when x is divided by y. Let l(B) denote the length (in
bits) of the sequence of bits B. Let ACKand NACKdenote acknowledge and negative
acknowledge messages, respectively. For a function f (x), let f ′(x) denote the first
derivative of f (x). For a vector v and matrix m, let v[k] and m[k, j] denote the kth
component of the vector v and the element at the kth row and j th column of m,
respectively. For quantities Ci ,Ci+1, . . . ,C j (which could be scalars, vectors, sets,
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etc.) where i < j are integers, we define the notation C j
i := {Ci ,Ci+1, . . . ,C j }.

Additionally, C j
i = D j

i iff Ck = Dk ∀i ≤ k ≤ j . All logarithms use base 2 in this
paper.

2.1 ET-QKD systemmodel

As discussed in Sect. 1, an ET-QKD system consists of the following steps:

1. Raw key generation:As shown in Fig. 2, in this step, energy-time entangled photon
pairs are first generated by a third party. Alice and Bob receive one photon each
out of the pair who then record the arrival times of the received photons. The
raw key symbols are derived from the arrival times of the received photons. In
this method, the time domain of Alice and Bob (assumed to be synchronized) is
divided into non-overlapping frames. Each frame is further divided into 2q bins of
equal size, where q is a positive integer. Thus, each arrival time within a frame can
be represented as a symbol inGF(2q) based on the bin number the received photon
occupies within each frame. Alice and Bob only retain frames in which they both
detect a single photon arrival and discard all other frames. The GF(2q) symbols
corresponding to non-discarded frames are then divided into blocks of N symbols.
Let X = {X1, . . . , XN }, Xi ∈ GF(2q) and Y = {Y1, . . . ,YN }, Yi ∈ GF(2q) be
the sequences of length N recorded by Alice and Bob, respectively. X and Y are
the raw keys obtained by Alice and Bob, respectively, at the end of the raw key
generation step. Due to imperfections in the raw key generation step (e.g., timing
jitters, photon losses, dark counts, etc. [9]), the raw key Y is a noisy version of X.
We assume that the sequences X and Y are memoryless and each Yi is the output
of the ET-QKD channel characterized by transition law PY |X and input Xi .

2. Information reconciliation (IR): In this step, Alice and Bob communicate over the
public channel which is authenticated but accessible to eavesdropper Eve. Based
on the public communication and raw keyX, Alice generates a sequence of bitsK.
Similarly, based on the public communication and Y, Bob generates a sequence
of bitsK′. The goal of the IR step is to makeK equal toK′ but Eve can have some
information about K. The sequences K and K′ are called the reconciled keys.
The IR step involves a verification procedure verify-key(B,B′) that Alice and
Bob use to check whether some sequence of bits B and B′ held by Alice and Bob,
respectively, match [38]. Here, B and B′ are substrings of the reconciled keys K
and K′. Using verification, Alice and Bob ensure that K and K′ are equal with
high probability. In this paper, we use the verification procedure mentioned in
[39]. To determine whether B and B′ are equal, Alice and Bob compare the hashes
h(B) and h(B′), where h() is a hash function described in [39]. The verification
procedure verify-key(B,B′) is as follows. Bob first sends h :=h(B′) to Alice.
Alice checks if h(B) is equal to h. If h(B) = h, Alice sends an ACKmessage to
Bob. Alice and Bob then consider B and B′ as verified and use them as part of the
reconciled keys. If h(B) 
= h, Alice sends a NACKmessage to Bob and they both
reject the sequences B and B′.
For a prime p, let l p = �log p�. The hash length of the hash function h() and the
collision probability ε(), i.e., the probability that h(B) =h(B′) for some B 
= B′
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Fig. 2 Raw key generation in the ET-QKD system. The arrival times of photons are discretized to get the
raw key symbols. Each frame has 2q bins and the spacing between frames is called binwidth

are related to p as follows [39]. We have, lht = �log p� bits and

ε(l(B)) ≤ �l(B)/l p� − 1

p
. (2)

The collision probability ε() affects the probability of verification failure εver,
which is the event that Alice and Bob accept reconciled keys K and K′ that are
not the same. The probability of verification failure εver can be made small by
choosing a large p.
We measure the performance of the IR step using the IR rate RI R described in
Eq. (1) where L I R = l(K) = l(K′). Any information about the reconciled key
K communicated over the public channel during IR (including the hashes during
verification) must be included in leak I R and subtracted in the IR rate calculation
as per Eq. (1).

3. Privacy amplification (PA): This step is applied to the reconciled keys K and K′
obtained after IR to extract secret keys S and S′ by Alice and Bob, respectively.
Note that ifK = K′, then S = S′. PA ensures that Eve has no information about S
and that the resulting S is uniformly distributed given Eve’s information. Hence,
S can be safely used as a cryptographic key. The length of S is determined by the
amount of information leaked to Eve during the raw key generation and IR steps.
The objective of QKD protocols is to maximize the length of S. In this paper, we
focus on the IR step and optimize the IR rate RI R to achieve the above goal.

Remark 1 The overall secret key rateRSK R (in bits per photon) of the system can be
approximated from the IR rateRI R asRSK R ≈ RI R−χBE (in bits per photon), where
χBE is Eve’s Holevo information [5]. Thus, improving the IR rateRI R improves the
overall secret key rate of the system.
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Fig. 3 Empirical transition probabilities obtained fromour experimental data and the channelmodel approx-
imation of Eq. (3). The QKD system has 25 bins per frame (q = 5). Left panel: Binwidth 100ps,
(α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) = (0.013, 1.084, 0.212, 17.175, 1.719, 0.0028); Right Panel: Binwidth 700ps,
(α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) = (0.052, 0.562, 0.069, 7.286, 0.959, 0.0039). Both the plots use x0 = 16

2.2 ET-QKD channel model

As suggested in [24, 40] and also observed from our ET-QKD experiment testbed [9],
the ET-QKD channel PY |X in the raw key generation step is a mixture of a local and a
global channel modeling local and global errors, respectively. Local errors are caused
by timing jitters and synchronization errors that result in the two entangled photons
falling into different but close enough bins. Global errors are caused due to channel
losses and accidental concurrent detection of two non-entangled photons in the same
frame. Experimental results show that the local channel is well-fitted by a discretized
Gaussian distribution, whereas the global channel is well-fitted by a mixture of a
discretized Gaussian and a uniform distribution. Overall, the ET-QKD channel can be
approximated using the transition probability

PY |X (Y = y|X = x) = c

(
e
−

(
y−x−μ1

σ1

)2
+ αe

−
(
y−x−μ2

σ2

)2)
+ β, x, y ∈ GF(2q),

(3)

where the parameters α and β, respectively, determine the strengths of the Gaussian
component and the uniform component of the global channel in the overall channel
transition probability and c is a normalization constant. We observe from our exper-
imental data that μ1 and μ2 are both nonzero which makes the ET-QKD channel
asymmetric. This asymmetry is due to the misalignment of the center of the bins with
the real arrival time of photons [40]. The global component of the channel causes a low
SNR in our system resulting in a high operating frame error rate (FER) (∼ 1− 10%).
Finally, note that the distribution P(X = x) is uniform in GF(q).

Figure 3 provides a comparison of the model in Eq. (3) with that of the empirical
transition probabilities obtained from our experimental data. We can see the model
closely approximates the data for different choices of q and binwidth. Importantly, the
ET-QKD channel is different from conventional channels such as AWGN, BSC, etc.
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As such, LDPC codes that have been optimized for these channels are not necessarily
the best ones for the ET-QKD channel.

2.3 Non-binary LDPC code preliminaries

A NB-LDPC code over GF(2g), where g is a positive integer, is defined by a sparse
parity checkmatrixH ∈ GF(2g)M×N . ThematrixH has a Tanner graph representation
comprising of M check nodes (CNs) and N variable nodes (VNs) corresponding to
rows and columns of H. A CN is connected to a VN by an edge if the corresponding
entry inH is nonzero where the edge is additionally labeled by the nonzero entry. The
interconnection between VNs and CNs of a code is represented by node-perspective
degree distributions L(x) = ∑

d Ld xd and P(x) = ∑
d Pd xd , where Ld and Pd

represent the fraction of VNs and CNs of degree d, respectively. The coding rate R
of the code is given by R = 1− L ′(1)

P ′(1) . The FER performance of the code depends on
the degree distributions L(x) and P(x). Degree distribution optimization techniques
for LDPC codes based on code thresholds (e.g., [27]) optimize the degree distribution
for a fixed code rate R and are not directly applicable to the current ET-QKD problem
which needs a joint code rate and FER optimization as we demonstrate in Sect. 2.4.
Additionally, the optimized degree distributions are designed for non-QKD channels
(e.g., BIAWGN in [27]) and they do not result in large IR rates as we demonstrate in
Sect. 5.

In the IR step, we perform NB-LDPC decoding using side information which is
known as the Slepian-Wolf (SW) problem [41]. In the SW problem, we try to decode
a sequence of symbols Xsw from syndrome Ssw = HXsw and side information Ysw,
whereH is the parity check matrix of an NB-LDPC code. The decoder is very similar
to the sum-product decoder used in conventional decoding of NB-LDPC codes [10,
42] with minor modifications in the way the channel log-likelihood (LLR) messages
are initialized and the CN to VN messages. We describe these quantities briefly here
and refer the reader to see [41] and references therein for details about SW-LDPC
decoding. The channel LLR message for VN n, denoted by mch

n , in a SW-LDPC
decoder is

mch
n [k] = log

P(X = 0|Y = Ysw[n])
P(X = k|Y = Ysw[n]) , k = 0, 1, . . . , 2g − 1. (4)

Let  and � be the usual operators for subtraction and division, respectively, in
GF(2g). At iteration � of the sum-product decoder, the message m(�)

m,n from CN m to
VN n is given by [41]

m(�)
m,n = As̄[m]F̃−1

⎛
⎝ ∏

n′∈N (m)\n
F̃

(
Wḡ[n′,m]m(�−1)

n′,m

)⎞
⎠ , (5)

where, s̄m = Ssw[m]�H[n,m], ḡ[n′,m] = H[n′,m]�H[n,m],N (m) is the set
of variable nodes in row m of H, and F and F−1 represent an Fourier-like transform
and its inverse as defined in [41]. Additionally,As̄[m] andWḡ[n′,m] are matrices whose
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definitions can be found in [41]. Note that the CN toVNmessage in the channel coding
version of the sum-product LDPC decoder is given by [41]

m(�)
m,n = F̃−1

⎛
⎝ ∏

n′∈N (m)\n
F̃

(
Wḡ[n′,m]m(�−1)

n′,m

)⎞
⎠ .

The only difference between the CN to VN message in the SW-LDPC decoder
in Eqn (5) and the channel coding version shown above is the matrix As̄[m] (in the
channel coding version, the matrixAs̄[m] is the identity matrix). As such, the decoding
complexity of the SW-LDPC decoder is the same as the channel coding version of the
sum-product decoder and is given by O(g log g) [42].

Throughout this paper, for all non-binary parity check matrices H ∈ GF(2g)M×N ,
each nonzero entry inH is chosen uniformly at random from the set of nonzero element
of GF(2g). For a given coding rate R and VN node degree distribution L(x), the CN
node degree distribution P(x) is chosen to be a two-element distribution [10] such
that it results in rate R. These types of CN degree distributions are called concentrated
[10] and we show in Sect. 5 that they result in high IR rates. Finally, in the SW-LDPC
sum-product decoding used in this paper, the maximum number of decoding iterations
is set to �.

2.4 Example: fully non-binary (FNB) protocol for IR

In this subsection, we explain the FNB protocol for IR as a demonstrative example.
Recall that X ∈ GF(2q)N and Y ∈ GF(2q)N are the raw keys recorded by Alice and
Bob, respectively. In the FNB protocol, the raw keys are directly encoded/decoded
usingNB-LDPCcodes inGF(2q ). The protocol is as follows.Alice sendsBobS = HX
over the public channel where H ∈ GF(2q)M×N is the parity check matrix of a NB-
LDPCcode.BobdecodesX using the receivedS and side informationY followingSW-
LDPC decoding as explained in Sect. 2.3 to get the decoding output X̂. After decoding,
Alice and Bob proceed with the verification procedure verify-key(X, X̂). If the
verification is successful, Alice and Bob use K = X and K′ = X̂ as the reconciled
keys.

The goal of the NB-LDPC code is to make the decoding output X̂ equal to X with
high probability. Following Eqn (1), the IR rate RFN B

I R for the FNB protocol can be
calculated as follows. Let E be the frame error rate during decoding. Then, we have
E[L I R] = q(1 − E)N . Similarly, we have E[leak I R] = q(1 − E)M + lht(1 − E)

(recall that lht is the length of the hash function used during verification). Thus,

RFN B
I R = q(1 − E)

N − M

N
− (1 − E)

lht
N

. (6)

Note that in the above equation, N−M
M is the code rate of H. A unique property of

the ET-QKD problem is that the IR rate of the system, as seen in Eq. (6), is closely
dependent on both the code rate and the FER. Figure 4 shows the FER and IR rates
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Fig. 4 IR rate and FER versus coding rate for the FNB protocol. Left panel: q = 5; Right panel: q = 6.
Both plots use an ET-QKD system with binwidth 300ps. In the plots, the ET-QKD channel is fixed and the
coding rate is varied. IR rate is calculated using Eq. (6). All plots use a VN degree regular LDPC code with
a constant VN degree of 3 constructed using the PEG algorithm [43]

obtained by a VN degree regular LDPC code constructed using the PEG algorithm
[43] for different values of code rate. From this graph, we see that increasing the code
rate can improve the IR rate even at the cost of higher FER. Additionally, as mentioned
in Sect. 2.2, the global component of the ET-QKD channel leads to a low SNR in the
system. Due to this property, we observe a high FER in the system that results in the
maximum IR rate to occur at a relatively large value of FER (∼ 1 − 10%). While the
conventional code design approach is to minimize the FER to a very small value for
a given code rate, in this paper, we jointly optimize both the code rate and the FER to
maximize the IR rate in Section 4.1. In the next section, we explain the NB-MLC(a)

protocol for IR.

3 Non-binarymulti-level coding protocol

In the FNB protocol described in Sect. 2.4, the symbol size is equal to the number
of bins 2q and the protocol utilizes NB-LDPC codes in GF(2q). In this section, we
propose the NB-MLC(a) protocol where the symbol size can be varied through an
integer parameter a, 1 ≤ a ≤ q. The NB-MLC(a) protocol offers a trade-off between
IR rate RI R and decoding complexity through the parameter a allowing flexibility
in system design. Let b and r be integers such that q = ab + r , where b = � q

a �
and r = mod (q, a). Also, let T = � q

a �. Let αi = a, 1 ≤ i ≤ b and αb+1 = r .

Thus, q = ∑T
i=1 αi . Let u : GF(2q) → GF(2α1) × GF(2α2) . . . × GF(2αT ) be

an bijective mapping such that for x ∈ GF(2q), u(x) = (u1(x), u2(x), . . . , uT (x))
where ui (x) ∈ GF(2αi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ T . At the beginning of the NB-MLC(a) protocol,
Alice and Bob initialize their reconciled keys K and K′ to empty bit sequences.

Each symbol X in X received by Alice is an element of GF(2q). Using the injec-
tive mapping u(), Alice maps X into T symbols (X1, X2, . . . XT ), where Xi =
ui (X), 1 ≤ i ≤ T . Using the above conversion, Alice splits the sequence X into
T layers (X1,X2, . . . ,XT ), where Xi ∈ GF(2αi )N , 1 ≤ i ≤ T . For each layer i ,
Alice uses a NB-LDPC code Hi ∈ GF(2αi )mi×N , 1 ≤ i ≤ T . Alice then generates
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the NB-MLC(a) protocol

a message S = {S1, . . . ,ST } where Si = HiXi , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , are the corresponding
syndromes for each layer. Alice then sends S to Bob.

Bob sequentially decodes every layerXi , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , usingS,Y andHi , i ≤ i ≤ T .
Let X̂i−1

1 := {X̂1, X̂2, . . . , X̂i−1} be the decoding output of layers 1, 2, . . . i − 1.
Since Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ T are correlated, Bob uses the decoding output X̂i of layer i for
decoding the subsequent layers i + 1, . . . , T . As such, Bob decodes layer i using the
syndrome Si and side information {Y, X̂i−1

1 } to get X̂i following SW-LDPC decoding
described in Sect. 2.3. After decoding layer i to get X̂i , Alice and Bob perform a
verification procedure verify-key(Xi , X̂i ). For each layer i , if verification proce-
dure verify-key(Xi , X̂i ) is successful, Alice and Bob append Xi and X̂i to the
reconciled keys K and K′, respectively. An illustration of the NB-MLC(a) protocol is
provided in Fig. 5.

In the SW-LDPC decoding procedure carried out by Bob above, the i th layer has
an equivalent channel with input Xi , output {Y,Xi−1

1 } and channel transition law
γ i
seq := P(Y = y, Xi−1

1 = xi−1
1 |Xi = xi ). The transition law γ i

seq is used in the
channel LLR initialization of the SW-LDPC decoder as per Eq. (4) and can be derived
from the ET-QKD channel PY |X (Y = y|X = x) as follows:

γ i
seq := P(Y = y, Xi−1

1 = xi−1
1 |Xi = xi ) =

∑
x∈A1(x1,x2,...,xi ) PY |X (Y = y|X = x)

|A2(xi )| ,

(7)

where, A1(x1, x2, . . . , xi ) = {x ∈ GF(2q) | u j (x) = x j , 1 ≤ j ≤ i} and A2(xi ) =
{x ∈ GF(2q) | ui (x) = xi }. Additionally, note that P(Xi = xi ) is uniform inGF(2αi ).

We now calculate the IR rateRNB-MLC(a)
I R for the NB-MLC(a) protocol. Let Ei be the

frame error rate encountered while decoding the i th layer using the decoded outputs
of the previous layers. We discuss the effect of error propagation on Ei and ways
to mitigate it in Sect. 3.1. For the IR rate calculation in Eq. (1), we have E[L I R] =∑T

i=i αi (1− Ei )N and E[leak I R] = ∑T
i=i αi (1− Ei )mi + ∑T

i=i (1− Ei )lht. Thus,1

1 Note that the IR rate calculation inEqn (8) takes into account the information leakage due to the verification
procedure verify-key(Xi , X̂i ).
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RNB-MLC(a)
I R =

T∑
i=i

αi (1 − Ei )
N − mi

N
−

T∑
i=1

(1 − Ei )
lht
N

. (8)

In the above equation, the IR rate for the NB-MLC(a) protocol is the sum of
the IR rates of each layer which is a result of using the verification procedure
verify-key(Xi , X̂i ) on each layer individually. Due to using the verification pro-
cedure on each layer, a decoding success in one layer can contribute to the overall
reconciled key K even if other layers have decoding failures, thus helping to improve
the IR rate RNB-MLC(a)

I R . Additionally, we conjecture that the IR rate RNB-MLC(a)
I R is

non-monotonic in a due to the following reasons: i) Increasing the value of a makes
the NB-MLC(a) protocol use NB-LDPC codes from a larger Galois field. These are
typically stronger codes with better FER performance resulting in better IR rates per
layer; ii) However, using a smaller a results in more layers. Thus, due to the sum
IR rate property described above, a higher number of layers as a result of smaller a
positively affects the overall IR rate. Due to the above effects in i) and ii), the overall
IR rate is non-monotonic.We demonstrate the non-monotonic behavior ofRNB-MLC(a)

I R
in Sect. 5. Note that the decoding complexity of the NB-MLC(a) protocol is the sum
of the decoding complexities of each of the layers in the protocol. As such, the com-
plexity can be written as O(

∑T
i=1 αi logαi ) which can be shown to monotonically

increase with a. Finally, note that in the NB-MLC(a) protocol described above, setting
a = 1 gives us the binary MLC scheme of [6] and a = q provides the FNB protocol
described in Sect. 2.4.

TheNB-MLC(a) protocol involves the verification of each layer separately. As such,
the probability of verification failure ε

NB-MLC(a)
ver of the NB-MLC(a) protocol can be

calculated as

εNB-MLC(a)
ver ≤ (1 − (1 − ε(a))T )

which is the probability of at least one collision in the verification of all layers, where
an upper bound on the function ε() is provided in Eq. (2). The value of ε

NB-MLC(a)
ver can

forced to be small by choosing a large prime p. Next, we discuss the effect of error
propagation in the NB-MLC(a) protocol and how it can be eliminated using interactive
communication between Alice and Bob.

3.1 Interactive communication tomitigate error propagation

In theNB-MLC(a)protocol described above, the decodingoutput X̂i of layer i is used in
the decoding of the subsequent layers. This process results in error propagation where
a decoding error in X̂i results in decoding errors in the subsequent layers, increasing
the FERs Ei+1, . . . , ET and decreasing the overall IR rateRNB-MLC(a)

I R . However, the
effect of error propagation can be eliminated by using interactive communication (IC)
between Alice and Bob [6]. In the interactive communication protocol, after decoding
layer i , if the verification procedure verify-key(Xi , X̂i ) fails, then Alice directly
sends Xi to Bob which Bob uses to decode the subsequent layers instead of X̂i . Since
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the IR rateRNB-MLC(a)
I R with andwithout interactive communication (IC) for different

values of q. Left panel: a = 1; Right panel: a = 2. All plots use a VN degree regular LDPC code with
a constant VN degree 3 constructed using the PEG algorithm [43]. Plots corresponding to IC do not have
error propagation while plots corresponding to No IC have error propagation during decoding the layers
of the NB-MLC(a) protocol. The channel PY |X for different binwidths is derived empirically from our
experimental data

now Bob uses the true Xi instead of X̂i for decoding the subsequent layers, it gets
a more accurate channel LLR initialization in Eq. (4), resulting in improved FERs
Ei+1, . . . , ET and overall IR rateRNB-MLC(a)

I R . Note that when decoding fails for layer
i , since the corresponding Xi and X̂i are not added to the reconciled keys K and K′,
revealing Xi does not add anything to leak I R . Hence, the IR rate for the NB-MLC(a)

protocol with interactive communication is still given by Eq. (8) (where the FERs
Ei , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , are calculated considering the interactive communication protocol
described above). The average communication cost due to interactive communication
CommCost-IC(a) is given by CommCost-IC(a) = ∑T−1

i=1 αi Ei N . Note that the
FERs Ei encountered at the point of maximum IR rate are typically less than 10%
and hence the additional communication cost due to interactive communication is
small compared to the communication cost involved in sending the syndromes S.
Figure 6 demonstrates the improvement in IR rates for different values of q when the
NB-MLC(a) protocol utilizes interactive communication to prevent error propagation.

We call the decoding and the interactive communication protocol mentioned in this
section as sequential decoding and communication (SDC) due to its sequential nature.
Next, we discuss the design choices present in the NB-MLC(a) protocol which can be
optimized to result in high IR rateRNB-MLC(a)

I R .

3.2 Design choices in the NB-MLC(a) protocol

For a given a, the IR rateRNB-MLC(a)
I R provided in Eq. (8) depends on three key design

choices (marked in green in Fig. 5):

1. NB-LDPC code designwhich involves the NB parity checkmatrixHi and the code
rate Ri = N−mi

N used in each layer i . The parity check matrix Hi and the rate Ri

affect the FER Ei and hence the IR rate RNB-MLC(a)
I R . In Sect. 4.1, we provide the
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JRDO algorithm to jointly design Hi and Ri for each layer i of the NB-MLC(a)

protocol.
2. The order of operations of decoding and interactive communication of the dif-

ferent layers. In the NB-MLC(a) protocol described above, the order of decoding
operations and communication is sequential in the sense that Bob first completes
the decoding of layer i and then performs interactive communication before pro-
ceeding to decode the subsequent layers. To further improve the IR rate under
interactive communication, in Sect. 4.2, we provide an interleaved decoding and
communication (IDC) protocol where Bob starts decoding another layer before
completing the decoding of the existing layer.

3. The mapping u(x) = (u1(x), u2(x), . . . , uT (x)) used to map the raw key sym-
bols X into symbols of different layers in the NB-MLC(a) protocol. The mapping
function u(x) affects the channel transition probability γ i

seq of each layer provided
in Eq. (7) thus affecting the frame error rate Ei and hence the IR rate of layer i .
In Sect. 4.3, we show that binary mapping is a good choice of mapping for the
ET-QKD channels we have encountered in our testbed and it results in high IR
rates.

4 Optimizing the NB-MLC(a) protocol

In this section, we provide the techniques to optimize the NB-MLC(a) protocol. We
start with providing the JRDO algorithm based on differential evolution to jointly
optimize the code rate and degree distribution of the NB-LDPC codes to be used in
the NB-MLC(a) protocol.

4.1 Joint rate and degree distribution optimization (JRDO)

In this section, we describe the algorithm to design parity check matrices Hi and
coding rate Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ T for use in the i th layer of the NB-MLC(a) protocol that has
a channel transition probability γ i

seq provided in Eq. (7). The mapping that determines

the channel transition probability γ i
seq is u(). Note that the construction method is

the same for all layers; hence, we drop index i . As mentioned in Sect. 2.3, the FER
performance of the code (and hence the IR rateRNB-MLC(a)

I R ) depends on the VN node
degree distribution L(x) and coding rate R ofH. In this section, we constructH using
the PEG algorithm [43] with VN node degree distribution L(x), code length N , and
coding rate R that are optimized by the JRDO framework. We call such parity check
matrices HPEG(L(x), R).

The JRDO algorithm utilizes differential evolution (DE) [25, 26] to find L(x) and
R. DE is a popular and effective population-based evolutionary algorithm that can
be used for the maximization (or minimization) of any function f (). The algorithm
iteratively improves a candidate solution (that maximizes f ()) using an evolutionary
process and can explore large design spaces with low complexity. Note that other
optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms [44], evolution strategies [45,
46], and simulated annealing [47] have also been used in many applications for the
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minimization of the function f (). However, DE offers parallelizability to cope with
computation-intensive functions f (), is easy to use with few hyperparameters, and
has good convergence properties [25]. Hence, DE has been extensively used in coding
theory literature to design good irregular LDPC codes for the erasure channel [48],
AWGN channel [27], Rayleigh fading channel [49], etc. In these works, the goal is to
design degree distributions that have lowFER.This goal is achieved byusingDEwhere
the function f () is generally set to a low complexity predictor of the FER performance
of the code such as the threshold obtained by density evolution [27]. However, the goal
for us in this paper is to maximize the IR rateRNB-MLC(a)

I R and not merely to minimize
the FER. Additionally, the techniques for optimizing the degree distributions using
code thresholdswork for a fixed code rate andwe have not found anywork, relevant for
this setting, that jointly optimizes the code rate along with maximizing the threshold.
This observation is primarily because, in prior work, the performance of the system
was not a direct function of the threshold and the code rate. However, in our case,
the performance of the system in terms of the IR rateRNB-MLC(a)

I R depends directly on
the code rate R and degree distribution and hence must be optimized jointly. In the
JRDO algorithm, we perform this joint optimization of the code rate and the degree
distribution by maximizing the function fJRDO(L(x), R) described as

fJRDO(L(x), R) = (1 − E)R, (9)

where E is the FER obtained by the parity check matrix HPEG(L(x), R) on a chan-
nel with transition probability γseq. The function fJRDO(L(x), R) is proportional to
the IR rate (without the verification cost penalty2) of the corresponding layer of
the NB-MLC(a) protocol whose parity check matrix is getting designed. Note that
to be able to optimize fJRDO(L(x), R) feasibly using DE, the cost of computing
fJRDO(L(x), R) must be low (since the DE algorithm evaluates fJRDO(L(x), R) a
certain fixed number of times in every iteration). However, since the FER E of the
code at the point of maximum in IR rate is high (∼ 1 − −10%), fJRDO(L(x), R)

can again be easily estimated using MC simulations with a small number of MC
experiments (e.g., 200–300). The overall JRDO algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm starts with initializing a population 
 of degree distribution and
rate pairs of size Np. The first entry L1(x) in the population is initialized to a regular
distributionwithVNdegree dv (line 3) and the rate R1 is such that it results in themaxi-
mum value of fJRDO(L1, R1) (line 4), whereRsearch = {Rmax, Rmax −Rstep, Rmax −
2Rstep, . . . , Rmin}. The remaining entries of the population are initialized randomly
as shown in lines 5–7. Note that the rates are initialized from a small interval around
R1 (e.g., �1 = 0.1) to ensure that the algorithm starts with good enough rates. Now,
at every iteration of the JRDO algorithm, each population entry undergoes mutation
and cross over (lines 9–12) to result in pairs (Lc

j , R
c
j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ Np, where the proce-

duresDiffMutation() and CrossOver() have conventionalmeanings as per [25].
Each population entry (L j , R j ) is then replaced with the corresponding (Lc

j , R
c
j ) if

the function evaluation fJRDO(Lc
j , R

c
j ) > fJRDO(L j , R j ). After the completion of the

2 We do not subtract the information leakage due to verification in Eq. (9) to allow the design to be
independent of the chosen verification parameters.
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Algorithm 1 JRDO: Joint Rate and degree Distribution Optimization
1: Inputs:, Np , dv , dmax

v , Rmax , Rstep , Rmin , �1, �2
2: Initialize population 
 = {(L1, R1), . . . , (LNp , RNp )}:
3: L1(x) = regular distribution with VN degree dv

4: R1 = argmax
R∈Rsearch

fJRDO(L1, R)

5: for j = 1 : Np do
6: L j = random degree distribution with no degree 1 VNs and maximum VN degree dmax

v
7: R j = random rate in the range [R1 − �1, R1 + �1]
8: for max number of iterations do
9: for j = 1 : Np do
10: (Lmj , Rm

j ) =DiffMutation( j, 
)

11: (Lcj , R
c
j ) = CrossOver

(
(Lmj , Rm

j ), (L j , R j )
)

12: Evaluate fJRDO(Lcj , R
c
j ) using Monte-Carlo simulations

13: for j = 1 : Np do
14: if fJRDO(Lcj , R

c
j ) > fJRDO(L j , R j ) then

15: Update population: (L j , R j ) ← (Lcj , R
c
j )

16: (L f , R f ) ← entry in 
 with largest fJRDO()

17: R f
search = {R f − �2, R

f − �2 + Rstep, R f − �2 + 2Rstep, . . . , R f + �2}
18: Ro = argmax

R∈R f
search

fJRDO(L f , R)

19: Output: (L f , Ro)

maximum number of iterations of differential evolution, we perform a final rate search
(lines 16–18) around the population entry (L f , R f ) to allow for further improvements
in the function value. Finally, the algorithm outputs (L f , Ro). We demonstrate the
improvements in the IR rate RNB-MLC(a)

I R due to the JRDO algorithm in Sect. 5. In
the next subsection, we provide the interleaved decoding and communication (IDC)
protocol to further improve the IR rate under interactive communication.

4.2 Interleaved decoding and communication

In the NB-MLC(a) protocol described in Sect. 3 using interactive communication, the
order of operations followed by Alice and Bob is the following: Starting from the first
layer, (i) Bob decodes layer i to get X̂i ; (ii) Alice and Bob perform the verification
procedure verify-key(Xi , X̂i ) (iii) Alice sends Xi to Bob if the verification pro-
cedure fails; (iv) Bob decodes layer i + 1. The process is then continued for all layers.
We call the above sequential decoding and communication (SDC) since the order of
operations is sequential where Bob completes the decoding of layer i and performs
interactive communication to get the correctXi before starting to decode the next layer.
In this case, sending the correct Xi to Bob via interactive communication in the event
of a decoding failure of layer i helps Bob get more reliable channel LLR initialization
(Eq. 4) for decoding layers i +1, . . . , T using the channels γ i+1

seq , . . . , γ T
seq mentioned

in Eq. (7). More reliable channel LLR initialization improves the FERs Ei+1, . . . , ET

of layers i + 1, . . . , T , thus, improving the overall IR rateRNB-MLC(a)
I R .
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Now, consider the following transition probability:

γ i
int := P(Y = y, Xi−1

1 = xi−1
1 , XT

i+1 = xTi+1|Xi = xi )

=
∑

x∈A′
1(x1,x2,...,xT ) PY |X (Y = y|X = x)

|A2(xi )| , (10)

where, A′
1(x1, x2, . . . , xT ) = {x ∈ GF(2q) | u j (x) = x j , 1 ≤ j ≤ T } and A2(xi ) =

{x ∈ GF(2q) | ui (x) = xi }. The above transition probability can provide a more
accurate channel LLR for Xi compared to the transition probability γ i

seq mentioned
in Eq. (7), provided Bob has reliable values of {X1, . . . ,Xi−1,Xi+1, . . . ,XT }. Thus,
similar to the SDC protocol, the IR rate can also be improved if Bob can utilize the
correct Xi+1,Xi+2, . . . ,XT sent by Alice after interactive communication of layers
i+1, i+2, . . . , T for decoding the previous layers i, i−1, . . . , 1.We now describe the
IDC protocol that achieves the above goal. The protocol provides an alternative way
for Bob and Alice to get the reconciled keysK andK′ usingX,Y,Hi , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , and
syndromes S = {S1, . . . ,ST } compared to the SDC procedure mentioned in Sect. 3.
The overall IDC protocol is provided in Algorithm 2 below. Recall that the maximum
number of LDPC decoder iterations for each layer is �.

Algorithm 2 IDC: Interleaved Decoding and Communication
1: for i = 1 : T do
2: Bob:
3: Initialize channel LLR mch,i

seq for the LDPC decoder of layer i using γ i
seq, X1,X2, . . . ,Xi−1, Y

4: Xi = LDPC decode using Hi , Si , channel LLR mch,i
seq for �1 iterations

5: for i = T : 1 do
6: Bob:
7: Update channel LLR for the LDPC decoder of layer i to mch,i

int using γ i
int , X1, . . . ,Xi−1,

X̂i+1, X̂i+2, . . . , X̂T , Y

8: X̂i = continue LDPC decoding of step 4 using updated channel LLR mch,i
int for remaining � − �1

iterations
9: Alice and Bob:
10: verify-key(Xi , X̂i )

11: If verification in the previous step is unsuccessful, Alice sends Xi to Bob and Bob updates X̂i ← Xi

12: K = concatenation of Xi of all layers where verification is sucessfull
13: K′ = concatenation of X̂i of all layers where verification is sucessfull
14: Output: Reconciled keys K and K′ at Alice and Bob, respectively

In the above IDC protocol, Bob first decodes layers 1, 2, . . . , T sequentially (lines
2–4), but performs maximum �1 decoding iterations out of the � iterations allowed
for each layer. The decoded output of the different layers at the end of �1 iterations
is denoted by X1, . . . ,XT (line 4). Here, the outputs X1, . . . ,Xi−1 are used in the
channel LLR initialization3 of layer i using transition probability γ i

seq (line 3). After

3 This method of channel LLR initialization can result in error propagation during decoding the different
layers. However, the interleaved interactive communication ensures that this error propagation does not
reduce the IR rates.
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performing �1 decoding iterations for every layer, Bob continues the decoding of the
different layers in reverse order (lines 6–12) for�−�1 more decoding iterations using
the updated channel LLRs mch,i

int . For each layer i , it finds the updated4 channel LLR

mch,i
int using the transition probability γ i

int. To find the updated channel LLR, it uses the
decoded outputsX1, . . . ,Xi−1 of the layers 1, . . . , i −1 (obtained after �1 iterations).
It also uses X̂i+1, . . . , X̂T which are the decoded outputs of layers i + 1, . . . , T after
continuing the decoding of each layer for � − �1 more decoding iterations with the
updated channel LLR messages (line 8). Additionally, after obtaining X̂i for each
layer, Alice and Bob perform the verification procedure verify-key(Xi , X̂i ) (line
10). If the verification is unsuccessful, Alice sends the correct Xi to Bob and Bob
updates X̂i withXi (line 11). Thus, the X̂i+1, . . . , X̂T that Bob uses in line 7 to get the
updated channel LLRs γ i

int are always accurate due to the interactive communication
step in line 11.

In the IDC protocol, since Bob uses the transition probability γ i
int with the correct

Xi+1,Xi+2, . . . ,XT (due to interactive communication) to get the updated channel
LLRs (in line 7), it can improve the FER of layer i for the same rate or allow a higher
rate for the same FER allowing to improve the IR rate. Note that since in the initial
decoding phase (lines 2–4), the unverified decoded outputs X1, . . . ,Xi−1 are used in
the decoding of the next layers as well as in calculating the updated channel LLRs
γ i
int, there is an effect of error propagation in the system. However, with appropriately

chosen code rates Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , and the value of�1 (which is the number of decoding
iterations in the first phase), the effect of error propagation can be made small and the
IDC protocol can improve5 the IR rate RNB-MLC(a)

I R . Note that the IR rate RNB-MLC(a)
I R

using the IDC protocol is also provided by Eq. (8).
We now describe how to choose appropriate rates RIDC

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , for use in the
different layers of the NB-MLC(a) protocol with IDC. Let Ro

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , be the rates
provided by the JRDO algorithm. Note that the rates Ro

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , in the JRDO
algorithm are designed for the SDC case described in Sect. 3. For the case of the IDC
protocol, the rates used have to be modified compared to Ro

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , to result in
the largest IR rate6. To find the rates, we perform a heuristic search in a small interval
around Ro

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , as provided in Algorithm 3 using the function

fIDC(R1, . . . , RT ) =
T∑
i=1

αi (1 − Ei )Ri ,

where Ei is the FER encountered in layer i of the NB-MLC(a) protocol with IDC. We
demonstrate the improvements in IR rate provided by the IDC protocol in Sect. 5. In
the next subsection, we discuss the choice of the mapping function u().

4 Note that since γ T
seq and γ T

int are the same transition probabilities, there is no channel LLR update for
the last layer. The algorithm directly decodes the last layer with channel LLRs initialized in step 3 for �

iterations.
5 We have observed that choosing �1 to be 5-10 iterations less than � improves the IR rate compared to
the SDC protocol.
6 Note that we use the same degree distributions in the IDC protocol as those provided by JRDO to reduce
the complexity of degree distribution design.
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Algorithm 3 Rate Search for IDC
1: for i = 1 : T do
2: RI DC

search = {Ro
i − �3, R

o
i − �3 + Rstep, Ro

i − �3 + 2Rstep, . . . , Ro
i + �3}

3: RIDC
i = argmax

R∈RI DC
search

fIDC(RIDC
1 , . . . , RIDC

i−1 , R, Ro
i+1, . . . , R

o
T )

4: Output: RIDC
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T

4.3 Mappings

In this section, we discuss the choice of the mapping function u() that results in
high IR rates. The mapping function u : GF(2q) → GF(2α1)× . . .×GF(2αT ) can be
equivalently represented as amapping ub : GF(2q) → GF(2)q that converts a symbol
x ∈ GF(2q) into a binary string xb of length q = ∑T

i=1 αi . Let xb1 ||xb2 || . . . ||xbT be
the partition of the binary string xb, such that l(xbi ) = αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ T . Then, xbi is
the binary (base 2) representation of ui (x). Thus, in the rest of the paper, we directly
discuss the choices for the mapping function ub(x) that leads to a reasonably good IR
rate.

Binary mapping is the simplest mapping to consider. It is the function ub :
GF(2q) → GF(2)q such that for x ∈ GF(2q), x = ∑q

i=1 ub(x)[i]2i−1, where
ub(x)[i] is the i th bit in the bit string ub(x). Another commonly used mapping is the
gray mapping [50] where two successive symbols in GF(2q) differ only in 1 bit in
their mapped bit strings. Binary and gray mappings are easy to construct. However, it
is not clear if they are good choices of mapping to get high IR ratesRNB-MLC(a)

I R for our
particular channels. Due to the large search space of mappings, it is computationally
expensive to find the optimal mappings using a brute-force search. Here, we use a
heuristic approach using the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm [47] to see whether
we can improve the IR rates compared to binary or gray mapping.

In the SA algorithm, we start with the binary mapping as the initial choice of ub and
then modify ub if the modification leads to a better mapping. Specifically, we swap
the output of ub for two distinct input values x, y ∈ GF(2q) if the operation leads to
a higher value of the function fSA(ub) defined as

fSA(ub) =
T∑
i=1

max
Ri∈Rsearch

(αi (1 − Ei )Ri ) , (11)

where, Rsearch = {Rmax, Rmax − Rstep, Rmax − 2Rstep, . . . , Rmin}, αi and T are
constants in the NB-MLC(a) protocol, and Ei is the FER obtained on layer i of the
NB-MLC(a) protocol with SDC by a VN degree regular NB-LDPC code constructed
using the PEG algorithm [43] with constant VN degree dv , code length N , and cod-
ing rate Ri . The function fSA(ub) follows similarly as Eq. (9) and approximates the
maximum IR rate RNB-MLC(a)

I R (see Eqn (8)) achieved by a VN degree regular PEG
NB-LDPC code, where the rate Ri is found using a grid search in the setRsearch . The
detailed SA algorithm is provided in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Simulated Annealing (SA) for Mapping
1: ub = Binary mapping
2: f max

SA = fSA(ub)
3: umax

b = ub
4: for T = max number of SA iterations to 1 do
5: u′

b =mapping obtained from u p by swapping the output for two distinct input values x, y ∈ GF(2q )

6: Df = fSA(u′
b) − fSA(ub)

7: if Df ≥ fth then
8: ub ← u′

b
9: if fSA(u′

b) > f max
SA then

10: umax
b = u′

b
11: f max

SA = fSA(u′
b)

12: else if e
Df− fth
T×λ > rand(0, 1) then

13: ub ← u′
b

14: Output: umax
b

In the SA algorithm, we start with the binary mapping as the current mapping.
Then in each iteration, we modify the current mapping ub to obtain a new mapping7

u′
b in line 5. Now, if the difference Df in the fSA() values of u′

b and ub is greater than
threshold fth (line 7), we update the current mapping to u′

b. If the difference Df is less
than fth, we update the current mapping to u′

b only a fraction of the times based on
the condition in line 12 to allow the algorithm to break out of a local maximum.

A comparison of the IR rates obtained by mappings output by the SA search algo-
rithm with that of binary and gray mapping is provided in Fig. 7. From the figure,
we first see that in all cases, the binary and gray mappings have very close IR rates.
Additionally, we see that the IR rates produced by the SA search algorithm are very
close compared to binary and gray mappings. Thus, binary and gray mappings are
good choices for mappings for use in the NB-MLC(a) protocol.

5 Simulation results

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the NB-MLC(a) protocol and the
optimization techniques introduced in Sect. 4. We compare the performance with
the MLC scheme of [6] as well as with LDPC codes designed for the BIAWGN [27]
channel. Thevarious parameters used in our simulations are summarized inTable 1. For
the verify-key() procedure, we use the parameters, p = 232 − 5, l p = �log p� =
31, lht = �log p� = 32 bits. ForRsearch used in Sect. 4.1, we use Rmax = H(X |Y )+
0.1, where H() denotes the entropy function8, Rmin = 0.01 and Rstep = 0.01.
Similarly, we use dv = 3 in Sect. 4.1. For the JRDO algorithm in Algorithm 1, we

optimize degree distribution L(x) = ∑dmax
v

d=2 Ld with dmax
v = 5 and L1 = 0. For the

7 Duing the algorithm we ensure that at each iteration, we generate a mapping u′
b that has not been

encountered before.
8 The chosen value to Rmax ensures a high enough starting rate for the search in line 4 of Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of IR rates due to different mapping functions ub() for the NB-MLC(a) protocol
described in Sect. 3 with SDC. Left panel: a = 2; Right panel: a = 3; Bottom panel: a = 4. All plots use
a VN degree regular LDPC code with a constant VN degree 3 constructed using the PEG algorithm [43].
The channel PY |X for different binwidths is derived empirically from our experimental data

rate initialization (line 6 in Algorithm 1), we use �1 = 0.1, Additionally, forR f
search

(line 16 of Algorithm 1), we use �2 = 0.05 and Rstep = 0.01. For codes that are not

designed using the JRDO algorithm, to calculate the corresponding RNB-MLC(a)
I R , we

choose the rates Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ T , that maximize fSA() defined in Eq. (11). For SW-
LDPC decoding, we use the maximum number of decoding iterations � = 50 and
�1 = 35 for the IDC protocol9 (Algorithm 2). For the rate search in the IDC protocol
(Algorithm 3), we use �2 = 0.05 and Rstep = 0.01. Finally, in the ET-QKD system,
we use N = 2000 in our simulations. For all simulations, we show trends when the
channel transition probability PY |X is provided by the parameterized channel model
in Eq. (3) as well as on actual experimental data [9] where PY |X is derived empirically
from the data. For simulations considering the channel transition law PY |X provided
by Eq. (3), we choose a default set of values for parameters (α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) that
are close to the ones that fit our experimental data for binwidth 100ps (as provided in
Fig. 3).

In Fig. 8, we study the effect of the NB-MLC bit size a on the IR rateRNB-MLC(a)
I R .

The left panel corresponds to the parameterized channel model in Eq. (3) while the

9 We found fromour simulations that among {35, 40, 45},�1 = 35 results in the largest IR rateRNB-MLC(a)
I R .
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Table 1 Parameters used in simulation

Parameter Value

p 232 − 5

l p 31

lht 32 bits

Rmax H(X |Y + 0.1)

Rmin , Rstep 0.01

dv 3

dmax
v 5

L(x)
∑dmax

v
d=2 Ld

�1 0.1

�2 0.05

� 50

�1 35

N 2000

(α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) (0.013, 1.084, 0.212, 17.175, 1.719, 0.0028)

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6
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Fig. 8 IR rate for different q as the NB-MLC(a) protocol parameter a is varied. Left Panel: PY |X is given
by Eq. (3) with (α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) = (0.005, 1.1, 0.2, 17, 1.5, 0.0025). Right Panel: PY |X derived
empirically from our experimental data with binwidth 100 ps. In both the figures, NB-MLC(a) protocol
utilizes binary mapping for ub() and SDC. All plots use a VN degree regular LDPC code with a constant
VN degree 3 constructed using the PEG algorithm [43]

right panel corresponds to our experimental data. From the figure, we can see that
for all values of q, the IR rate is non-monotonic in a and has a maximum when a is
strictly between 1 and q. As explained in Sect. 3, the IR rate is non-monotonic in a due
to the following two effects: i) Increasing a makes the NB-MLC(a) protocol utilize
NB-LDPC codes from a larger Galois field which are stronger resulting in improved
FER performance and better IR rates per layer. ii) More number of layers due to a
smaller a, however, has a positive effect on the IR rate due to the sum IR rate formula
in Eq. (8). The combined effect of (i) and (ii) makes the IR rate non-monotonic.
Note that, as described in Sect. 3, increasing the value of a increases the complexity
of the NB-MLC(a) protocol monotonically. Thus, based on Fig. 8, the NB-MLC(a)
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Fig. 9 IR Rate for different NB-LDPC code constructions. Left and right panels have PY |X given by Eq. (3).
Left panel: IR rate vs α for (σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) = (1.1, 0.2, 17, 1.5, 0.0025); Right Panel: IR rate vs β for
(α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2) = (0.005, 1.1, 0.2, 17, 1.5); Bottom panel: IR rate vs binwidth where PY |X is derived
empirically from our experimental data for different binwidths. In all figures, the NB-MLC(a) protocol uses
q = 5, a = 4, binary mapping for ub() and SDC

protocol with a small value of a (3 or 4) provides the best trade-off between IR rate
and complexity. Additionally, note that the points a = 1 in the different curves in the
figure correspond to the MLC scheme of [6]. We can clearly see that by using a = 3
or 4, there is a large improvement in IR rates compared to using a = 1.

In Fig. 9, we demonstrate the performance of the JRDO algorithm. In the figure,
we compare the IR rate of JRDO-LDPC codes with the IR rates obtained by other
code constructions used in prior work. The left and right panels correspond to the
parameterized channel model in Eq. (3), where we vary the channel parameters α

and β, respectively, while keeping the rest of the parameters fixed. The bottom panel
corresponds to our experimental data. The red curves correspond to NB-LDPC codes
used in the MLC scheme [6]. As per [6], these LDPC codes are randomly constructed
such that each VN has a constant degree of 3. Note that there is no limitation on the
CN degree distribution in [6]. The orange curves correspond to LDPC codes chosen
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Fig. 10 IR rate comparison for the IDC and SDC protocol. Left and Right panels have PY |X given by Eq.
(3). Left panel: IR rate vs α for (σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) = (1.1, 0.2, 17, 1.5, 0.0025); Right Panel: IR rate vs
β for (α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2) = (0.005, 1.1, 0.2, 17, 1.5); Bottom panel: IR rate versus binwidth where PY |X
is derived empirically from our experimental data for different binwidths. In all figures, the NB-MLC(a)

protocol uses binary mapping for ub() and JRDO PEG-LDPC codes

from a random LDPC ensemble [10] with regular VN degree distribution L(x) = x3

(similar to [6]) but with a two-element CN degree distribution (that is chosen to result
in the required coding rate). Note that these type of CN degree distributions are called
concentrated [10]. The purple curves correspond to NB-LDPC code constructed using
the PEG algorithm [43] with regular VN degree distribution L(x) = x3. The PEG
algorithm is known to result in concentrated CN degree distributions [43] similar to
the ones used in the orange curve. The green curves correspond to NB-LDPC codes
constructed using the PEG algorithm using the degree distribution provided in [27,
Table I] with a maximum VN degree 5. Note that this degree distribution is optimized
for the BIAWGN channel. Finally, the blue curves correspond to NB-LDPC codes
constructed using the PEG algorithm with degree distributions and rates obtained
using the JRDO algorithm. From the three plots in Fig. 9, we make the following
observations. The IR rates for the red curves are worse compared to the orange and
purple curves. This trend suggests that it is better to use a concentrated CN degree
distribution. Note that the IR rates for the orange and purple curves are very close.
The IR rates for the green curves (BIAWGN optimized degree distribution) are better
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Fig. 11 IR rate comparison of our techniques combined (solid curves) vs. the MLC scheme of [6] (dotted
curves). The solid curves are the result of utilizing the NB-MLC(a) protocol with JRDO PEG-LDPC codes
and the IDC protocol. All curves use binary mapping. Left and Right panels have PY |X given by Eq. (3).
Left panel: IR rate vs α for (σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2, β) = (1.1, 0.2, 17, 1.5, 0.0025); Right Panel: IR rate vs β for
(α, σ1, μ1, σ2, μ2) = (0.005, 1.1, 0.2, 17, 1.5); Bottom panel: IR rate vs binwidth where PY |X is derived
empirically from our experimental data for different binwidths. The curves corresponding to q = 5 in the
right panel are presented in Fig. 1

compared to the purple curves (VN degree 3 regular LDPC codes). This trend suggests
that it is better to use irregular LDPC codes compared to regular LDPC codes to get
improved IR rates. Finally, we observe that the blue curves that correspond to JRDO-
LDPCcodes have better IR rates compared to the green curve and result in the largest IR
rates among all codes. The reason JRDO-LDPC codes have higher IR rates compared
to other codes is because they are optimized for the ET-QKD channel.

In Fig. 10, we compare the performance of the interleaved decoding and communi-
cation (IDC) and sequential decoding and communication (SDC) protocols. Note that
the SDC protocol was utilized in [6]. Similar to Fig. 9, the left and right panels corre-
spond to the parameterized channel model with varying α and β, respectively, and the
bottom panel corresponds to our experimental data. We compare the performance for
NB-MLC(a) protocol parameters q = 4, a = 3 (blue curves) and q = 5, a = 4 (red
curves). The solid curves correspond to IDC, while the dotted curves correspond to
SDC. From the figure, we can clearly see that for different choices of protocol param-
eters and channel conditions, the IDC protocol always results in a greater IR rate
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compared to the SDC protocol. As explained in Sect. 4.2, the IDC protocol improves
the IR rate since it strategically utilizes the channels γ i

int, 1 ≤ i ≤ T , during the decod-
ing of each layer of theNB-MLC(a) protocol which providesmore reliable information
about the reconciled keys Xi compared to the channels γ i

seq, 1 ≤ i ≤ T , used in SDC.
In Fig. 11, we combine all the techniques introduced in this paper and demonstrate

the overall improvement in the IR rate compared to the MLC scheme of [6]. The
solid curves correspond to our techniques and utilize the NB-MLC(a) protocol with
JRDO PEG-LDPC codes and the IDC protocol. The values of a in the NB-MLC(a)

protocol are chosen (as per the discussion in Fig. 8) to improve the IR rate without
much increase in complexity. The dotted curves correspond to the MLC scheme of [6]
that utilizes randomly constructed LDPC codes with regular VN degree distribution
L(x) = x3 and the SDC protocol. From the curves, we can clearly see a significant
improvement in the IR rates using our techniques compared to the MLC scheme.
Overall, our techniques result in around 40–60% improvement in IR rates on actual
experimental data (right panel) demonstrating their efficacy.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the problem of IR in ET-QKD systems and proposed a pro-
tocol for IR called NB-MLC(a). The NB-MLC(a) protocol offers flexibility in system
design in terms of IR rate and complexity via the parameter a. Additionally, using a
small value of a (3 or 4), the NB-MLC(a) protocol results in a significant improvement
in the IR rate compared to prior work without a large increase in complexity. To further
improve the IR rate performance of the NB-MLC(a) protocol, we proposed the JRDO
algorithm to design NB-LDPC codes for each layer and the IDC scheme to decode the
different layers of the NB-MLC(a) protocol. Overall, NB-MLC(a) protocol that uses
NB-LDPC codes designed by the JRDO algorithm and the IDC scheme results in a
significant 40–60% improvement in IR rate compared to prior work. The techniques
proposed in this work can be additionally combined with the adaptive modulation
techniques of [51] to further improve the IR rates. It is an exciting direction of future
research to tailor the NB-MLC(a) protocol to use adaptive modulation.
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